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Rewriting the Mabinogi

The Welsh medieval collection of fantastic stories generally known as The Mabinogion has inspired readers ever since Lady Charlotte Guest’s mid-nineteenth-century English translation. Tennyson adapted material from the tales in his Idylls of the King, while Matthew Arnold analysed the appeal of these unfamiliar narratives in The Study of Celtic Literature (Tennyson, 1890; Arnold, 1867). New translations have appeared regularly, and so have literary adaptations. I have recently published one such adaptation, my poetic sequence The Mabinogi, and in this essay I shall discuss the challenges I faced in writing it, and the strategies I adopted to deal with them. I shall do so not primarily as a literary critic, and certainly not as a scholarly specialist (I am neither a medievalist, nor able to read the work in the original Middle Welsh), but as a practising creative writer, analysing my own processes and decisions in the way that creative writing research students, including those I teach myself, are now routinely required to do. In so doing I hope to throw some light on the enduring fascination of these tales and to demonstrate the potential they continue to offer to today’s writers. 
The first four tales form a distinct grouping known as ‘The Four Branches of the Mabinogi’, linked by common characters, connected storylines and the word Mabinogi itself, apparently derived from mab, a son, and meaning tales about or for young men, which occurs nowhere else in the manuscripts (The Mabinogion, 2007, ix; Davies, 1993, 18-19; Mac Cana [1992, 24], notes that this etymology is disputed by some scholars). The more familiar form of the plural appears only once, and is now generally agreed to be a scribal error (The Mabinogion, 2007, ix; Davies, 1993, 9).  The self-containedness of this subset of the collection, as well as its intrinsic literary qualities, make it attractive to adaptors, and I decided to limit myself to it in my own sequence. To keep my analysis to manageable proportions, I shall narrow my focus still further, to that part of the Fourth Branch which tells the story of Blodeuedd, or Blodeuwedd, a woman magically created out of flowers. This compelling story is already well-known outside its original context through Alan Garner’s novel The Owl Service and the television adaptation of it, and is also the focus of Saunders Lewis’s play The Woman Made of Flowers ((Garner, 2007; Lewis, S, 1985).
Any adaptor of this medieval story for a modern audience faces three major difficulties: the cultural and ideological differences separating us from the characters and original audience, the unfamiliar narrative conventions, and the pervasive use of the supernatural as a plot device (which may be regarded as a special case of both the aforementioned difficulties, cultural and narratological). 
Among cultural and ideological differences, we should note that Blodeuedd is a medieval wife, subordinate to the authority of her husband, Lleu Llaw Gyffes; when she plots with her lover, Gronw Pebr, to murder him, her treachery is thus even more serious than it would be in the modern world. The murder can only be committed with a magic spear forged only on Sundays when everyone in the community is in church, another assumption that needs explaining to modern readers (The Mabinogion, 2007, 60-61). Many other textual details reflect a life unfamiliar to us: the primacy of war and hunting among male occupations, the lack of any meaningful role other than wife and mother for most women, the evocations of storytelling and feasting, the central importance to the story of the lives of the aristocracy and the marginal role of the working class as servants or peasants. While these are all differences we might expect, some of their psychological implications affect the motivation of characters and help to drive the plot, here as elsewhere in the Four Branches. 
Questions of social status and respect are of great importance in The Mabinogi. In the First Branch, a lord named Gwawl is imprisoned in a bag at a banquet and beaten nearly to death by the assembled company. He is only released when he pleads that such a shameful death would be inappropriate for one of his aristocratic status (The Mabinogion, 2007, 14). And, in an equally disturbing scene in the Second Branch, the villainous Efnysien mutilates the horses of the visiting Irish king, Matholwch, cutting off their lips, ears, tails and eyelids. This act is his retaliation for what he sees as an insult (the king has married his half-sister without informing him), and it is treated in turn primarily as an insult – the word is used several times in describing the response of Matholwch and his followers (The Mabinogion, 2007, 13-14; Davies, 1993, 57-8). For todayʽs readers, the outstanding qualities of both these incidents are their violence and cruelty, but it is the effect on the charactersʼ social status that the text emphasises. This is equally the case in the Fourth Branch. Lleuʼs mother Aranrhod curses him because he is the living proof of her loss of virginity, which has deprived her of her position at Math’s court and of the respect she enjoyed there, and her three curses (all broken by the cunning and magical powers of her brother Gwydion) are aimed at taking away his own status and self-respect: he will never have a name, condemning him to a life without an official identity (The Mabinogion. 2007, 55); he will never have weapons, so that he cannot fulfil the role of warrior essential to a man of his class (The Mabinogion. 2007, 57); and he will never marry a woman ‘from the race that is on this earth at present’ (The Mabinogion, 2007, 58), so that he can neither be a complete man nor a father to future generations.  (Furlan [2011, 132-4] discusses the shame theme in the Fourth Branch, but omits the shameful nature of Aranrhod’s curses). Blodeuedd is punished by being transformed into an owl, which also has a social significance, as Gwydion explains:
because of the shame you have brought upon Lleu Llaw Gyffes, you will never dare show your face in daylight for fear of all the birds. And all the birds will be hostile towards you. And it shall be in their nature to strike you and molest you wherever they find you. (The Mabinogion, 2007, 63)
The mobbing behaviour of birds such as rooks and jackdaws towards owls and other predators, a familiar sight in the countryside, is a powerful image of the condition of an outcast. Shame is a universal human emotion, and every society has ways of punishing its transgressors, but modern readers of The Mabinogi cannot help being aware that the social code depicted there is more rigid, the emotion connected with loss of status more intense, than we are used to in our postmodern, relativistic society. 
Turning to the narrative conventions of the text, the first thing that strikes us is their extreme complexity. These are stories rich in characters and incidents, and the episode I am focusing on is only the final part of a tale which begins with the story of Math, Lord of Gwynedd, who is tricked by his nephews, Gilvaethwy and Gwydion, into declaring war with Pryderi, prince of Dyfed to give Gilvaethwy and opportunity to rape Goewin, Math’s virgin footholder. The nephews are punished by being temporarily turned into animals, while their sister Aranrhod becomes the new footholder. The magic that reveals that Aranrhod is not a virgin causes her to give birth to two sons; the first, Dylan, is an exceptional swimmer, who after his baptism swims out to sea, while the other is Lleu, who is to become the protagonist of the final part of the story (The Mabinogion, 2007, 45-54). To a modern reader, this succession of episodes is bewildering; each one might form the basis of a story in its own right – a story of war, or rape, or magical transformation, of the birth and upbringing of one child, or of another, of the making and breaking of curses, of adultery, murder and revenge. There is a narrative logic connecting each episode with the next, but we expect something more, a sense of structural cohesion. Here, we do not even know whose story we are reading: is it Math’s, Goewin’s, Gwydion’s, Aranrhod’s, Blodeuedd’s or Lleu’s? Oddest of all is the loose end represented by Aranrhod’s first illegitimate son Dylan, whose abrupt disappearance from the tale has caused scholars to speculate that some original material has been omitted (Furlan, 2011, 233; Keefer, 1989-90). The idea that such inconsistencies in the narrative are due to a failure on the part of the medieval author or authors to understand or fully integrate the source material goes back to Arnold, and has been a topic of lively debate in more recent times (Arnold, 1867, 61; Jackson, 1961, 126, 129-30; Bollard, 1975, 275; Mac Cana, 1992, 31-8; Bollard, 1983, 69)
The eccentric structure may be partly due to the text’s oral origins. The earliest known sources of The Four Branches of the Mabinogi are two medieval manuscripts, The White Book of Rhydderch (c. 1350) and The Red Book of Hergest (c. 1400), but it is generally accepted that they must have their roots in earlier, oral narratives. As Davies points out, the Fourth Branch even refers directly to a such a source: ‘And according to the tale [cyfarwydd], he was lord thereafter over Gwynedd’ (Davies, 1993, 12)’ (The Welsh word used implies an oral narrative.) Stories read aloud or recited from memory have less need of a tightly controlled structure than written ones, since their audience hears them as a series of events without being able to return to the earlier part. Caught up in the excitement of each successive episode, they have little sense of the overall shape of the narrative, and are unlikely to care about it. Drawing on the theories of Milman Parry and Albert Lord, Davies lists a number of stylistic features typical of oral narratives: an adherence to chronological order, the frequent use of ‘connectors’ such as ‘and. and ‘then’, linguistic formulae such as those used to close each Branch, and the dialogue-heavy nature of most of the stories (Davies, 1993, 29-50). 
Even more striking than these characteristics of orality is the hyperbole and imaginative exuberance that we find throughout, a quality that may be linked with the tradition of praise poetry (Furlan, 2011, 82).  Lleu is described as ‘the most handsome lad that any one [sic] had ever seen’, while only a couple of sentences later the superlative formula is used again of Blodeuedd: ‘the fairest and most beautiful maiden that anyone had ever seen’ (The Mabinogion, 2007, 58). Both Lleu and his brother Dylan have exceptional powers; Dylan has a gift for swimming while Lleu’s superhuman strength allows him to throw a spear through solid rock (The Mabinogion, 2007, 55, 64). There are still more striking examples elsewhere, such as the giant Bendigeidfran in the Second Branch, who is so huge that he cannot fit into a ship and must wade across the Irish Sea to invade Ireland (The Mabinogion, 2007, 28). The stories constantly seek to astonish us. The realist tradition of fiction has not yet been invented, and there is no concept of scientific verifiability underlying their world view. It is taken for granted that the audience, like spectators at a major sporting event, wants to see the best, the most heroic, the most spectacular (indeed, this may be one reason for the focus on the lives of aristocrats, who represent superlative power). Such an attitude has not entirely disappeared from modern literature – we find it sometimes in fantasy, children’s writing, magic realism and science fiction – but it can never be enjoyed unselfconsciously, since these genres exist in competition with other, more factually-based modes of discourse.
When the superlative parts company with reality altogether, we are in the realm of the supernatural. Magic pervades The Mabinogion as a whole, and is central to many of the tales, driving their plots. The Fourth Branch is a case in point. Its opening sentence tells us that Math would die unless his feet were in the lap of a virgin, and all the subsequent events spring from this impossible (and, to us, faintly comical) premise (The Mabinogion, 2007, 47). The Blodeuedd episode includes several such supernatural elements: the creation of a woman out of flowers, itself a counter to the supernatural curse of Aranrhod, the elaborate magical safeguards protecting Lleu’s life, his escape from his body in the form of an eagle, his cure and return to human form and Blodeuedd’s transformation into an owl. Almost everything that makes the story unique is magical; strip these elements out, and you would be left with an adultery, an attempted murder and a revenge, the bare bones of a plot, with nothing to distinguish it from hundreds of others. The wonder we feel when the normal conditions of life are transgressed is its raison d’être. Nevertheless, these transgressions cannot be entirely random, or all sense of logic and coherence would be lost; we must feel that the magic has rules of its own. Gwydion cannot simply wave his wand and undo Aranrhod’s curses. Instead, like a lawyer, he analyses their verbal formulae and discovers loopholes in them to exploit. Similarly, we understand that making Lleu immortal (or, at any rate, unkillable) was not an option; instead, Gwydion concocts the most elaborately unlikely set of conditions in which he can be killed, and the tale, to excite our wonder still further, goes on to show how those condtions, through superlative ingenuity and determination, are satisfied. Again, this pleasure in the supernatural has not disappeared from modern literature, but it is restricted to certain genres (Sullivan, 78-9), and it may be said to have lost status. It is difficult for us to take it seriously, and our enjoyment of it may be tinged with a sort of guilt.
My solution to the complexity of the narrative involved some structural simplifications. In the Fourth Branch, for example, I decided that the fundamental story was the birth and upbringing of Lleu, the care he receives from Gwydion, the breaking of the three curses, the creation of Blodeuedd, her betrayal of Lleu and its punishment. This meant leaving out the following: Math’s magical dependence on his footholder, Goewin, the war that results from the trick Gwydion plays on Pryderi, the rape of Goewin by Gwydion’s brother Gilfaethwy, the shaming magical punishment of Gwydion and Gilfaethwy, who are transformed into beasts and made to mate and produce offspring, and the birth and disappearance of Dylan. The only trace of this material remaining in my version is Gwydion’s theft of pigs from Pryderi, which I kept as a metafictional frame story for reasons to do with the architecture of the sequence as a whole (The Mabinogion, 2007, 49-51; Francis, 2017, 71, 89). Math’s role is thus downgraded; he is simply the employer of the footholder Aranrhod, a non-magical detail which, as Davies points out, has its origins in historical reality: 
In the law tracts the foot-holder is listed as one of the additional officers at court: ‘It is right for him to hold the king’s feet in his lap from when he begins to sit at the banquet until he goes to sleep, and to scratch the King.’ (The Mabinogion, 2007, 240.)
In this instance, then, I have replaced supernatural strangeness with historical (or, as we shall see, pseudo-historical) strangeness. This also gives me the chance to emphasise a key cultural difference that drives the original plot, the shame theme, while explaining the existence of the footholder:
No doings between a man and a woman
can be so nakedly chaste as this
cushioning of lower parts
before the world’s eyes,

so her virginity goes without saying.
My sister was the lord’s footholder
and carried herself like one
whose lap had been blessed. 
(Francis, 2017, 72.)
Virginity, in my version, instead of having a magical power, is a prerequisite for a public role that would otherwise be too intimate. There is no suggestion in the law cited by Davies that the footholder should be female, let alone a virgin; I have replaced a magical detail of the text with one that does not transgress physical laws but which responds to the fantastic spirit of the original. 
The most striking themes I found in the story were: the magical origin, unhappy marriage and subsequent treachery of Blodeuedd; the caring relationship between Gwydion and his nephew Lleu; and the theme of Gwydion as magical manipulator (and symbol of the creative imagination). I shall look at each of these in turn, showing how my treatment attempts to bridge the gap between the concerns of the original text and those of modern readers.
To a medieval audience Blodeuedd is an exemplar of an adulterous and treacherous wife, who is punished as such. Her passion for Gronw is realistically depicted:
Blodeuedd looked at him, and from the moment she looked there was no part of her that was not filled with love [...] And they did not put off making love to each other any longer than that night – that night they slept together.
(The Mabinogion, 2007, 59)
We are more likely than the tale’s original readers to look with sympathy on such emotions, which, to the medieval mind, were simply sinful. Our ambivalence towards Blodeuedd’s story derives partly from a tendency to see sexual desire as a natural, perhaps even positive, force, and partly from feminism: she has been a passive figure up to now, created simply to satisfy a man’s need for a wife, while her own desires were never consulted. Almost inevitably we feel a measure of sympathy for her, despite the murder she plans and commits. 
Cara Bartels-Bland has analysed adaptations of the story by Saunders Lewis, Alan Garner and Gwyneth Lewis, showing how these writers link the symbolism of flowers to the character’s sexuality in a way that would not have occurred to the medieval author. In the Four Branches, ‘once enchanted, Blodeuwedd behaves in a completely human way’ (Bartels-Bland, 2014, 179). In Saunders Lewis’s play The Woman Made of Flowers, however, ‘she is painted as distinctly other and alien to her husband [...] belonging outside culture and to nature’. In being transformed into a human being and a wife, she has been ‘caged and forcibly cultivated’ (Bartels-Bland, 2014, 186). ‘You took my spirit captive among the leaves’, she complains to Gwydion (Lewis, S, 1985, 52).  Garner’s novel The Owl Service, a coming-of-age story set in a Welsh valley in the 1960s, ‘is very much situated in the post-Tolkienian post-World War Two fantasy wave in which texts such as the Mabinogi are written as timeless, archetypal narratives’ (Bartels-Bland, 2014, 187). For him, Blodeuedd’s two non-human allotropes of flowers and owl symbolise the positive and negative sides of feminine sexuality, continually re-manifesting themselves in each generation of adolescents (Garner, 2007, 217). Writing of the novel’s protagonist, Bartels-Bland notes, ‘It is clear that Alison is in some way possessed by Blodeuwedd, and that this possession results in irrational and sometime violent behaviour’ (Bartels-Bland, 2014, 188). Gwyneth Lewis’s postmodern novella links the transformation of Blodeuedd from flowers to human with the rapes earlier in the branch, seeing it as ‘a kind of rape of nature’ (Lewis, G, 2010, 152-3; Bartels-Bland, 2014, 196). Like Garner’s Alison, Lewis’s female protagonist is possessed by Bloduewedd, this time through the medium of a virtual-reality game, eventually becoming ‘a new species of life’, neither human not animal (Lewis, G, 2010, 173;  Bartels-Bland, 2014, 189). As Bartels-Bland shows, all three modern authors find the symbolism of the tale a powerful vehicle with which to explore contemporary anxieties about sexuality and the role of women.
While Garner and the two Lewises develop this theme in full-length works, my own treatment, as part of a text based on the whole of the Four Branches, is more fleeting. Nevertheless, like them, I cannot help seeing her sexuality and floral origin as mysteriously linked (Bartels-Bland, 2014, 190). My narrator, Gwydion, imagines her yearning for a fertile past self, untroubled by human considerations:
Did she remember as she sat at her tapestry
stitching its marginalia of flowers,
or when she squeezed in between her sheets
and a scent of meadowsweet
haunted the darkness
[...]
a time when she dangled in the wind,
when her insides were offered
to a nuzzling bee,

when she was part of it all,
when she was many?
(Francis, 2017, 81.)
I also suggest that her marriage must have felt dull and limiting to her, trapped in what the modern mind sees as the very restrictive code of medieval gender relations:
He rode, ruled, hunted, like any other lord,
while she sewed herself into silence,
those chilly castle evenings
when he was away.
(Francis, 2017, 82.)
Blodueedd, then, is arguably a more complex and significant character to modern writers and readers than she was in the original text, an example of the way stories acquire new layers of meaning over time.
One of the most touching threads in the Four Branches is that dealing with Gwydion’s relationship with his nephew, Lleu. In medieval Wales it was usual for the male children of aristocrats to be fostered in another family, often by a male relative, so the fact that Lleu is brought up by his uncle is not in itself exceptional (The Mabinogi, 2007, 230); the most striking details here to the original audience would presumably be that Lleu is illegitimate and has been disowned by his mother, so that his links with both his birth parents are completely severed, and that Gwydion, who appears to be unmarried, plays a particularly close and caring role in his nephew’s life, as if substituting for both father and mother. What we have here, I suggest, is a depiction of an ideal foster-parent, a hyperbolic illustration of a relationship that would already have been familiar. the fact that this theme seems more unusual to us gives me a chance to depict it comically, taking the part of the tale where Gwydion finds the baby boy in a chest and takes him to be reared by a wet-nurse (The Mabinogion, 2007, 54-5), and exaggerating his awkwardness:
	I picked it up [...]
wary of all those writhing appendages
that kept attaching themselves to me [...]

Only a woman would know how to work this.
Perhaps I’d broke it already:
its wet eyes goggled at me
as if to say so.
(Francis, 2017, 74.)
In the Fourth Branch, Gwydion’s care for Lleu is shown mostly through action, in the trouble he goes to, first, to try to mend his relationship with Aranrhod, then, when that is unsuccessful, in using his powers to break her curses, and finally in his efforts to protect Lleu’s life and to revive him when he is stricken down. While the incidents themselves are magical, the motive that underlies them remains powerfully affecting to modern readers, so I retain this sequence of events in my version largely unchanged; because so much else has been omitted, including the births of four other boys (Dylan and the magical offspring produced by Gilfaethwy and Gydion when they were transformed into animals: The Mabinogion, 2007, 52-4), this thread is all the more conspicuous. My main addition here is a greater explicitness about Gwydion’s love for Lleu, which is expressed clearly, though more reticently, in the original:
ʻLad,’ he said, ‘you and I shall go on an errand tomorrow. So be more cheerful than you are.ʼ
     ʻThat I will,ʼ said the boy.
(The Mabinogion, 2007, 57.)

If he felt any of this, he didnʼt say.
I had to do the feeling for him,
resting my hand on his blond
pebble of a head.

I could make animals from mushrooms.
Iʼd make a man out of this
small foreign body.
(Francis, 2017, 76.)
As with Blodeuedd’s sexuality, then, the modern treatment emphasises an emotional subjectivity that is only implied by the plot and symbolism of the original tale.
Math’s magical powers and limitations are manifested mostly in the early part of the Fourth Branch, which I have largely excised. In the part of the story I have kept I have omitted the role he had in the magical creation of Blodeuedd:
‘Fine,ʼ said Math, ʻlet you and I try through our magic and enchantment to charm a wife for him out of flowers.ʼ [...] then they took the flowers of the oak, and the flowers of the broom, and the flowers of the meadowsweet, and from those they conjured up the fairest and most beautiful maiden that anyone had ever seen.
(The Mabinogion, 2007, 58.) 
In my version, Gwydion (the narrator) carries out the magic on his own:
The air was golden with her pollen
as I heaped her on the bed
in frilly armfuls,

till a million petals fused
into a woman.
(Francis, 2017, 81.)
The main consideration here was economy. Rather than have Math and Gwyidon combine their powers to affect the transformation, I use a single magician, concentrating this fantastic element of the tale in a single character. In so doing I have subtly modernised the story, which, in its familiar form has a strong sense of hierarchy: Math is Gwydion’s uncle, his feudal lord and the senior magician, and, as we have seen, has previously punished his nephew for a rebellious act. Here, those social distinctions are not emphasised and Math fades into the background, leaving Gwydion to take centre stage.
The magic, however, remains, but by linking it with the statement that Gwydion ‘was the best storyteller in the world’ (The Mabinogion, 2007, 48), I treat it metapoetically as a product of the text itself. Gwyneth Lewis does something similar when she makes the story part of a virtual-reality game played by her astronaut characters: the writer disowns the parts of the text which a modern audience finds difficult to accept by calling it only a game, only a story (Lewis, G, 2010, 36). In my poem, the entire account is framed as an after story told by Gwydion to a hall full of nobles and retainers:
He is the world’s best story-teller,
so he says; that is, he’s lived
through its best stories.

They watch him rummage inside himself
for the tales he carries around
to pay for his meals,

till, with a sigh, he finds one
to put before them.
(Francis, 2017, 69.)
Magic thus becomes symbolic of the creative imagination. Gwydion’s creation of Blodeuedd is only the latest of his supernatural manipulations:
I, who had sculpted mushrooms, woven seaweed,
and whisked a fleet from feathers and spray,
could conjure what he needed 
from these fripperies. 
(Francis, 2017, 81.)
He is not only a medieval protagonist in my account, but also a postmodern one, an unreliable narrator whom we see improvising his story in response to the changing mood to his audience:
A murmur goes round the hall.
Pigs? Why not dragons?

Is this a fitting subject for a story?
He feels them twisting under his words,
and struggles to control them.
Certainly not pigs – 

that was by way of a preamble.
(Francis, 2017, 72.)
By the end he has lost the attention of much of his audience, and is more or less talking to himself:
[...] those who’ve been listening
have caught the story through a fuddle
of wine and snatches of sleep
as the fire reddened.
(Francis, 88)
Storytelling and creativity are powerful themes in The Mabinogi, but for the tale to undermine its own authority is a distinctly postmodern idea, a product of our own age of conflicting discourses and disputes about the nature of truth. At the end of my poem, Gwydion describes himself standing over the dead body of Pryderi, the nearest thing to a protagonist The Mabinogi has, now lying in the shallow, turbulent waters of a river. The man is dead, but the story he features in will continue to grow and develop, changing its meaning with the changing times:
Prince of the West, who’d lived all his life
on the forested border
of what can’t be true,

he lay in the swirling place
where stories begin.
(Francis, 2017, 89.)
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